
Connect , Explore and Protect
your framework

Cyber Cloud Networks delivers a unique Network
and Cyber Automation module.

Network Automation module is one of the core
elements of the Databank Cloud service
It integrates any network and Cyber product to the
Databank cloud, enabling multiple automation related
functions:

- Backup and Restore device's configuration files.
Connect via Cloud instance or via User Agent to
connect and monitor devices internal in your
corporate

- Performance monitoring (throughput, CPU,
Memory) of the connected device

- Connect devices to the Browsing Defender
Service, which enables BotNet protection and
Malicious site monitoring and protection (add on
license)

- Logging Analytics service, which enables
Endpoint visibility and correlation for Browsing
Defender service

- Operational Tasks to monitored devices :
Software upgrades, changes in configurations, etc.
(H119)

- 2FA Risk based authentication support to all your
network and security products (H219)

- Network Map (H219)

Network Automation can be integrated to the
Browsing Defender, which is based on DNS deep
inspection and dynamic rating engines, which analyze
all URL's and queries, embedded within Email or Web
traffic - and protect users in the organization from
being exposed to phishing and malicious sites

Browsing Defender protects your corporate, your
branch office and roaming users, against any
malicious and phishing sites - and allows you to Self
Provision your unique browsing policy

Network Automation module supports
dozens of vendors and hundreds of sub
models. ANY un categorized device can be
added in a week time

Network Automation module supports
monitoring of Cpu, Memory and traffic for all
connected devices.
A unique Alerting module, which checks
the baseline for each monitored device, and
alerts the provider and customer for any
critical change

Performance monitoring customized
alerting rules can be added per customer
(H2/2019)

Cyber Cloud Networks supports additional
Defender modules: Browsing Defender,
Email Defender, Virtual Defender and
Internet Defender - all integrated together
under a single Multi Cloud SaaS platform to
deliver a comprehensive set of cyber
security service to corporate customers via
a trusted provider framework.

Simple Engagement
Cyber Cloud Networks, delivers simple reporting and straight forward
Defender Dashboard

Cyber Cloud Networks, Delivers an Enterprise class Cyber and 

Network Automation - to make your operations SIMPLE

Cyber and Network automation module
More than 200 vendors of Cyber and Network products are supported

Supported Vendors

Performance monitoring

Defender Framework


